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DIOECIOUS MAIZE
IN contrast to the higher animals most seed plants
are hermaphroditic, having male and female sex
organs either in the same flowers or in different flowers on the same plant. There are a number of species
of plants, both cultivated and in the wild, that have
the two types of flowers in different individuals and
correspond, functionally, to the situation in the higher
animals. How this condition may have been brought
about naturally is illustrated by the change that has
been made under experimental control whereby the
normally monoecious maize has been changed to a
dioecious plant.
A recessive gene called silkless, found in a selffertilized progeny of flint corn, renders the normal
pistillate inflorescence, commonly called the ear, devoid of silks. The ovaries with their styles and stigmas are aborted and the result is a barren cob
enclosed in the usual husks. These silkless plants
have normal tassels and good pollen and are functionally male plants.
Another hereditary factor is known which changes
the terminal staminate flower or tassel of corn into a
seed-bearing structure. These "tassel-seed" plants,
since they produce good seed but no pollen, are functionally female plants.
Crossing these pistillate and staminate individuals
gives normal hermaphrodites in the first generation.
These plants, when self-fertilized, segregate in the
following generation as expected of such a dihybrid.
A majority of the resulting plants are normal hermaphrodites; a smaller number are typical silkless
or male in function; and approximately an equal
number are typical tassel-seed plants, female in func-
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carrying silkless either in one or two doses, we:e
crossed by silkless plants heterozygous for tassel-seed.
Forty-one progenies of such matings were grown and
five were found to give only two types of plarLts--male and female. These five families were entirely
dioecious, their seed parent having produced only
seed and their pollen parent only pollen. In a total of
86 plants, 37 were female type and 49 male type.
From these results it was quickly apparent that the
reason the doubly recessive plants, having both silkless and tassel-seed genes, were not recognizecl was
due to the fact that they were no different in appearance from the singly recessive tassel-seed plants.
Apparently tassel seed has the ability to nullify the
action of the silkless gene and allows the plants to
produce seed both in the tassels and in the lateral
ears. On this assumption such a plant would carry
silklessness in double dose and when crossed by a
silkless plant that was otherwise normal would give
all silkless plants. This result has practically been
obtained. Out of 30 plants from such a cross, 29
were all completely silkless. There was one exceptional plant, possibly due to contamination. It would
be difficult to account for it by segregation since, in
that case, half of the plants should have been silkless.
There seems to be no other way to account for the
five families of dioecious corn than that the mother
plants with seeds in the tassel were also homozygous
for silkless. Whatever the explanation, the fact is
that a dioecious strain has been produced from a
monoecious species. The female plants are homozygous, the male plants are heterozygous, and natural
pollination of one by the other is expected to continue
to give only male and female plants in approximately
equal numbers. In this way an hermaphroditic ortion.
has been changed to a separate-sexed organism.
ganism
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Moyer and Wostrel's THE RADIO HANDBOOK
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and Supervisor in charge of Industrial Subjects, Division of University Extension, MIassachusetts Department of Education. 886 pages, 51/2 8, illusx
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This book is planned to provide radio engineers, operators and workers with a complete digest
of authoritative radio data, both theoretical and practical, in one logically arranged and thoroughly
indexed volume with descriptions, definitions, design data, practical methods, tables and illustrations in profusion.
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tEGNE1i 'S College Zoology has for years been the standard type-study text for
beginninig classes. Its inethod, carried out with a iiotable perfection of detail,
is largely responsible for its marked popuLlarity, and has not beei clhanged in
revisioni. The text presents a complete series of animals as typical members of tlle
phylogenetic groups, anid eweouLrages the deduction of general biological principles from
specific data. It is so arranged that the student learns where eaclh aanimal belongs in the
animal kingdom, its characteristics, and those of others in its class or phylum. VariouLs
biolog,ical phenomena are emphasized in connection with the groups of animals wvhich
fturniish the best illustrative material, while other biological facts anid theories are presented in special chapters, such as the new chapter on Heredity and Genetics, and the
concluding chapter on the Ancestors anid RIterrelationships of the Vertebrates.
The tlhird edition promises an evein-wider usefulness tlhani the book has kniowin before.
Amiong its valuable new features are:
A new chapter on Heredity and
Genetics, wbhich gives a clear and conieise rev iew of this important subject,
explaining the elements of Mendelian
law and demonstrating its basis in the

behavior of genes and chromosomes.
Acquired cllaracters, the inheritance of
disease, euigenies, and other special topics
are diseussed.

Additional information on several inmportant topics, notably protoplasm, the
amoeba, the hydra, the frog, the history
of zoology, the evolution of man, vertebrate structure, and vertebrate
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New -and revised illustrations, numiibering approximiiately one hundred and

twNenty.
A glossary of zoological tesms which
definies all the comimonly used words.
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for COLLEGE ZOOLOGY
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text

IN response to the growing demiianid on the part of
teachers using the College Zoology Professor
Hegner has at last written a laboratory guide to accompany it. The guide parallels the text in the types
studied and in the order of their presentation and
emphasizes principles brought out in the text discussion. The exercises are sufficient for a year 's
work, but may be cut at the instructor's discretion.

The Guide matches the text in size and binding.

Published April 14
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Experimental Studies On The Albino Rat
By

C. J. WARDEN
with the collaboration of
T. N. JENKINS, L. H. WARNER, MARION JENKINS,
E. L. HAMILTON, AND H. W. NISSEN
This book is an experimental treatment of the main springs of activity in the
white rat: it comprises unredundant data from investigation by a new method
and along comparative lines. A special section dealing with the comparison
and relative rating of the various motivation factors has been added, together
with a general index. Contents: The Columbia Obstruction Method; The
Hunger Drive; The Thirst Drive; The Sex Drive; The Maternal Drive; The
Exploratory Drive; A Comparison of Normal Drives; Appendices; Index.
Price, $5.00
Descriptions of other publications sponsored by
the Coltnbia University Council for Research
in the Social Sciences will be sent upon request
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